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My National History Day project is about Grace Hopper and her contributions to

modern computer technology. I decided to research this topic because I am interested

in computer technology and programming. In the 1940s, Grace Hopper joined the Navy

WAVES and was assigned to work on the Mark I project at Harvard. This was the

beginning of her career in computer science. After the war, she continued working for

the Navy as a reservist but left Harvard and joined the Remington Rand Corporation

where she worked on UNIVAC. It was here that she developed COBOL, a computer

programming language still used today. COBOL would replace numbers with words

making computers accessible to the average person. Her communication skills were

essential for bringing together government agencies, companies and computer

manufacturers. The success of COBOL promoted computer usage for both business

and personal use.

Since Grace Hopper worked as a computer scientist from the 1940s-1980s, I

thought that research and photographs would be easy to find. However, this was not the

case. There are not very many pictures or videos of her online. In addition, there are

very few of her journals available online. I contacted several archives but due to

COVID-19 they were unable to access the original files. My favorite source was the

Computer History Museum. There were many links to primary sources and the

coverage included both historical context and impact on the future. I also struggled to

develop moving images to demonstrate her work and how it affects us today. I put my

entry together using Final Cut Pro and GarageBand. I needed patience in order to



create pieces, and line up my words, pictures, and effects. This National History Day

project has been a valuable experience. I enjoyed the online archives, and learning the

research process. These skills will help me in the future.

It is important to study Grace Hopper. She has made many contributions to Naval

and women’s history. She standardized the Naval computer systems and

across-the-board military computing technologies. She also demonstrated the

capabilities of women in a field that was primarily dominated by men. It was her

contributions in the area of communications that created a legacy that shaped computer

software development and will continue to make an impact on future computer

technologies. She used her communication skills to successfully find a way to “talk” to

computers in English by developing the compiler and COBOL computer language. She

also used her communication skills to convince the general population that by using

COBOL, computers could become part of our daily lives. Grace Hopper has set the

example that there is no use doing anything unless you can successfully communicate.
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